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This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2034 recipients)
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2017 Auto-Enrollments/Cancelations

CMS has confirmed that the FFM does permit QHP issuers to cancel passive re-enrollments retroactively, assuming there are no claims.
While most retro-active term/cancel requests are prohibited on the FFM, CMS is able to facilitate the cancelation of passive re-enrollment due
to duplicate or unwanted coverage.

Statewide results for OE-4

Total Enrollment On Exchange Off Exchange

Company 1/31/2016 1/31/2017 Company 1/31/2016 1/31/2017 Company 1/31/2016 1/31/2017

Atrio 2,128 10,249 Atrio 1,716 7,581 Atrio 412 2,668

Bridgespan 626 9,824 Bridgespan 626 9,824 Health Net 914 583

Health Net 914 583 Kaiser 12,517 34,714 Kaiser 11,258 16,481

Kaiser 23,775 51,195 LifeWise 19,233 - LifeWise 221 -

LifeWise 19,454 - MODA 29,106 13,410 MODA 33,487 10,028

MODA 62,593 23,438 Oregon's
Health Co-Op 10,669 - Oregon's

Health Co-Op 2,515 -

Oregon's
Health Co-Op 13,184 - PacificSource 1,155 4,952 PacificSource 3,704 3,375

PacificSource 4,859 8,327 Providence 61,282 80,898 Providence 39,588 41,703

Providence 100,870 122,601 Trillium 28 - Regence 14,677 18,579

Regence 14,677 18,579 Zoom 772 - Trillium 7 -

Trillium 35 - Total 137,104 151,379 Zoom 882 735

Zoom 1,654 735 Total 107,665 94,152

Total 244,769 245,531

New SHOP Participation Request Form

We have created a new, simplified SHOP Participation Request Form which is available at Agent Resources towards the bottom of the page
under the SHOP Program. As a reminder, 2017 qualified health plans for small group are available here.

Proposed federal regulations could affect open enrollment and special enrollment periods

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) recently proposed changes to the 2018 open enrollment timeline, and new
restrictions on special enrollment periods. The proposals, if adopted, will have direct effects on the consumer experience in the Marketplace,
so we want you to be able to plan ahead for changes that may be coming.



Keep in mind that these proposed rules are not related to any ACA "repeal and replace" proposals you may be hearing about in the media or
from advocacy groups. These proposed rules do not repeal the ACA, are within the scope of ACA implementation, and can be adopted and
operationalized fairly quickly (though not before public comment).

If the regulations are adopted:

HealthCare.gov’s 2018 open enrollment will run from November 1-December 15, 2017

A special enrollment period through HealthCare.gov will be granted only after the consumer verifies they are eligible for one

A special enrollment period will be granted based on marriage only if one member of the couple had minimum essential coverage on at
least one of the previous 60 days

Consumers who already have a qualified health plan and get a special enrollment period to enroll a new child or spouse will generally
be allowed to add the new person to their existing plan, but not shop for an entirely new plan

For other special enrollments, current enrollees will be permitted to change plans only within the coverage level ("metal tier") they
already have

An important exception applies when the special enrollment is based on an enrollee becoming newly eligible for cost-sharing
reductions. In that case, the individual or family can enroll in a silver plan through the Marketplace even if they had a plan from a
different "metal tier"

Consumers who apply for a special enrollment period based on an "exceptional circumstance" will need to provide evidence that the
situation directly affected their ability to get coverage during open enrollment

Another proposed provision would have consequences for some consumers who failed to pay their premium bills in the past. Unless the
consumer first paid their outstanding premium bills, an insurance company could deny coverage to someone who had been enrolled with the
company in the previous 12 months but who had their coverage terminated because they didn’t pay their premiums.

The Marketplace will follow the process closely and will let you know when we learn more about the proposals’ adoption. In addition, the
Marketplace will provide you with more details and support on implementing the rules once they are finalized.
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This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents (2011 recipients)
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FFM – SEP for Loss of MEC and February 1st Coverage

Consumers enrolling in new coverage between January 16th and 31st may still be eligible for
February 1st coverage, using the SEP for loss of minimum essential coverage. This will
require a completed enrollment by January 31st and a phone call to the FFM to make this
request.

2017 SHOP Certified Medical and Dental Plans

2017 SHOP certified plans are available here http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/2017-
small-group-plans.pdf

DFR – Advisory Committee Opening

The Division of Financial Regulation is seeking candidates to join the division’s insurance
Advisory Committee. There is currently one position open which will be open until filled. The
first review will occur on January 25, 2017. If you have questions or are interested please
contact Kevin Jeffries at kevin.p.jeffries@oregon.gov or call (503) 947-7238.
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This is a courtesy copy of an email bulletin sent by Micheil Wallace.

This bulletin was sent to the following groups of people:

Subscribers of Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace, Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Administrative
Rules, or Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Agents, (2109 recipients)
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Important Update from CMS

CMS released the communication plan for consumers that will be auto-enrolled into new
coverage for 2017. CMS states they will be making multiple calls to consumers with plans
discontinuing in 2017. Bulletin available at http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Documents/cms-
093016.pdf

If a consumer’s plan and carrier is exiting the market in 2017, that individual will likely be
automatically enrolled in a new plan for 2017 if that consumer does not actively re-enroll by
December 15, 2016.  There are two ways a consumer will not be auto renewed: 1) the
consumer actively enrolls in a 2017 plan; or 2) the consumer logs onto HC.gov and goes
through the process outlined here https://www.healthcare.gov/keep-or-change-
plan/automatically-enrolled/ and chooses to prevent the auto re-enrollment. Consumers
within service areas now discontinued by Moda and PacifSource will not be automatically
enrolled in a new plan for 2017.

CMS Dedicated line for Agents/Brokers

The FFM now has a dedicated line for Agents/Brokers who have completed there 2017
Marketplace registration. This line is being provided for client casework assistance and not
training or registration. The new designated line is 855-788-6275.

Medicare 2017 plans

The 2017 Oregon Guide to Medicare Insurance Plans is now available. This can be found
online at http://www.oregon.gov/DCBS/shiba/Documents/2017-medicare-guide-web.pdf

HealthCare.gov Issues

Please alert us daily to any issues you are experiencing with Healthcare.gov.  Please send
information to agents.marketplace@oregon.gov and use “Healthcare.gov Issues” in the
subject line of your email.
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The Oregon Health Insurance Marketplace Advisory Committee provides guidance and 
feedback to the Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services about issues 
affecting Oregon’s health insurance marketplace such as outreach, customer feedback, 
and insurance plan affordability. 

The committee will meet on June 9, 2016 in Eugene. Topics will include a discussion about 
the Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) and an update on the progress of the 
COFA premium assistance program. For information about the committee and to view 
meeting materials, visit http://www.oregonhealthcare.gov/him-committee.html 

COFA Premium Assistance Program 

The COFA premium assistance program will provide financial assistance to low-income 
citizens of the island nations in the Compact of Free Association (COFA) who are residing 
in Oregon to purchase health insurance through the Marketplace and to pay out-of pocket 
costs associated with the coverage. 

DCBS has convened an advisory committee to advise the department in the development, 
implementation, and operation of the program. In May, the committee reviewed a high level 
plan for outreach and education for the program and came to consensus on how to handle 
premium payments. The committee’s next meeting will be on June 29, 2016. The meeting 
will serve as a rulemaking hearing for the program’s proposed administrative rules. 

On May 20, 2016, DCBS released an RFGP for a community partner to perform outreach 
and education for the program. The grantee will conduct multifaceted and multicultural 
outreach activities that will inform local COFA communities of their health coverage options 
and enroll them in a Program plan that best fits their needs. Outreach activities will include, 
but are not limited to, community meetings, enrollment events, email outreach, phone calls 
and social media outreach. Proposals were due June 10, 2016, and DCBS expects to 
complete the evaluation and selection process in July. 

DCBS also plans to use “program ambassadors” to help spread awareness about the 
program. Program ambassadors will be grassroots volunteers who are active and influential 
COFA community members.  

For more information on the COFA program and, please visit 
http://www.oregonhealthcare.gov/cofa-pap-committee.html.  
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